BRIGHTON GRUB HUB REPORT
Thanks to funding from B&H Food Partnership, Chomp was able to partner with
Brighton Grub Hub from March ‘21 to May ‘21; here’s a brief report on how it ran.
Brighton Grub Hub is a membership based social supermarket, providing a fruit, veg
and grocery box at a very low weekly rate for just a couple of pounds a week. It is aimed
at families (many of whom are existing users of Chomp) who struggle financially across
Brighton & Hove and the weekly fee they pay is based upon their financial
circumstances and what they feel they can afford.
Over the 13 week period Brighton Grub Hub delivered a total of 428 foodboxes to
families. Delivering to an average of 33 families a week.
Families delivered to were by majority in East Brighton (BN2), with BN2 4 (Lewes Rd
corridor and the Bates Estate) and BN2 5 (Whitehawk) being the highest and BN2 9
(Central Brighton/Tanner area) and BN3 7 (North Hove: West Blatchington area)
following this as the graph below:

Feedback from families
We had so much positive feedback from families and we’re really excited about the
model of a social supermarket across Brighton & Hove. Here are some of our
favourites…
‘’For me the Brighton Grub Hub has been more than just a box of food every
week, has to do with dignity, humanity and solidarity, thank you very much from
my heart’’
‘’I can’t tell you how much the boxes have given me and my son a lift’’
‘’I need to mention that your brilliant scheme has been a great help to me and i’m
so grateful that Amaze introduced you and your lovely organisation to me’’
‘’We have loved the boxes, it has really helped, things got tough for a while
there’’
‘’M***** asked me to let you know how helpful the deliveries were to her and her
children. Without them they literally would not be able to survive. She sends
many many thanks and regards’’
“It’s been amazing to have had your deliveries. Thank You so much. I’ve learnt
to get creative with my cooking and it's been a tremendous help with my food
bills’’

Mitchie BGH project lead packing boxes ready for delivery
Thanks to Mitchie and the amazing team of 33 volunteers that saw through this project
from the growing plot, to the packing, to the delivery team.

